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How Does it Work?

Managing Pressure, Minimising Risk

Factory Acceptance Test
Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT) of STATS
equipment is an important milestone on every
project, providing assurance to our clients the
equipment for the workscope is manufactured,
assembled and tested to specification and
site requirements. Each FAT is conducted
in compliance with agreed procedures and
witnessed by our clients and, where required,
an independent verification body. Using the
live remote monitoring system, STATS offer a
unique opportunity for clients to witness FAT’s
without the need to attend our facilities, thereby
providing significant savings in travel and
accommodation costs and time out of the office.

Live Remote Monitoring System
Cameras capture and record high quality video for live streaming and playback on every aspect of
testing. The system also incorporates data feeds from pressure monitoring, data loggers, remote
consoles, and coordinate measurement machines. All footage and data is stored securely and
available for sharing via a centralised web console to any global location.

BENEFITS

The remote monitoring system is a collection of live feeds from cameras and
other devices, all brought together in a centralised and secure web console.
The FAT is carried out and captured using high-definition video, real-time
voice communication and file sharing to allow two-way communications and
interaction between clients and our on-site team throughout testing.

Full transparency and reliability throughout the
factory acceptance testing process
Multiple high definition cameras capture all testing
activities
Live communication using voice and online chat
function

Our Responsibility
STATS is committed to conducting its operations
in a manner that safeguards people, property
and the environment. Our live remote monitoring
system enables factory acceptance testing to be
completed and witnessed from anywhere in the
world, without the need to travel. This approach
allows our clients to reduce their carbon footprint
and therefore help to protect the environment.

No travel or accommodation costs
No time out of the office
Full traceability of records
Easy access to securely stored data
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